
CHAPTER III.

THE NOUN.

15. In the formation of the cases there is much that is still

doubtful and unsettled. In so vast a country as Balochistan,

so sparsely populated, and among tribes uneducated, this is

not strange. Differences and discrepancies are, however, rapidly

disappearing ; so much so that formations heard in the north

only, a few years ago, are to-day understood and in general use

in the south also. Intercourse between the tribes is increasing,

and will continue to increase in the future. As a result there i&

a perceptible if slow levelling up of forms which will ultimately

lead to a uniform and comm.on speech.

16. There is only one declension in Balochi, and all nouns may
be said to be declined alike. The few exceptions are for the most

part euphonic. There are eight cases, the nominative, genitive,

dative, accusative, locative, agentive, ablative, and vocative.

The agentive case is here placed next to the ablative, that being

its logical position in declension in those languages that have

this case. It is distinct from the nominative, but does, in a way,

connote the ablative. The ablative generally denotes the

instrument with which, and the agentive always the agent by

whom an act has taken place.

17. The formation of the various cases will be more easily

followed and understood from an example than from any lengthy

discussion, however lucid the latter may be. The case endings,

the suffixes, have been placed in order of their prevalence, or

what has been considered such. For, after all, this will be a

matter of opinion, and also a matter of locality.
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Mard, man, a man.

Base, mard.

Singular.
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in a sentence should suffice to indicate number, be it noun,

adjective, or verb.

Obs. The plural termination an has been satisfactorily proved to be

the remote demonstrative pronoun an, that.

19. The genitive singular is very often left uninflected, in

other words used without any suffix, as shown in the examples

given below. Its case endings are, liowever, when used a, e, egh,

egha, igh, and i. The case ending of the genitive plural is nearly

always dni, that is the plural suffix an with i added. The nasal

sound of n naturally ceases when the vowel i is added. 6, Obs. 3.

The sign of the genitive plural is seldom omitted.

Obs. 1. In Sindhi, also, the case-sign of the genitive is freuuontlv

dropped, both in prose and poetry.

Obs. 2. Tn the case of nouns in apposition, proper nouns especially,

the genitival affix is not required.

20. In the case of the dative singular the suffix in most general

use is, perhaps, m. Other suffixes are ar, ar, dra. The dative

case should always have one of these suffixes. The signs of

the dative plural are dnra, dnar, and ar. They are frequently

attached to the singular form of the noun when the plural is

intended. In other words, the suffix dn is omitted.

Obs. 1. The particle rd is one of the signs of the dative case in Persian

and the only sign of the accusative case.

Obs. 2. A further key to the origin of the Balochi signs of the dative

and accusative cases is found in the present-day tendency in Persian

to use short a, short i, and even short u^ to denote these cases : mard-a,

mard'i, mard-u, for mard-rd. The presence of short a is particularly

noticeable. The construction, however, is considered a vulgarism.

21. The accusative singular is often the same as the simple

form of the nominative, the short a being discarded. In the

plural also this often happens. The form ra is sometimes heard

pronounced rd. On the whole, the dative and accusative cases

are much alike ; but, whereas the accusative case can, and often

does, dispense with case endings, the dative cannot. In the case

of verbs denoting *' to give ", " to bestow ", etc., there are two

objects, a direct and an indirect, the object given and the person

to whom given. The direct object may be, and generally is.
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the accusative in its simple or nominative form ; the indirect

object always is the dative with one of its case endings : e.g.,

ma wath-i logh tha-ra shon-ddr-dn, I will show you my house

(I me-of the house thee-to will show). Here logh, house, is in the

accusative, the simple or nominative fofm, and tlm-ra, to thee, in

the dative.

22. The suffix of the locative case singular is short a, one of

the endings of the genitive singular. It is in wide use, and is

often difficult to distinguish from the ablative singular. In the

plural the locative has no suffix. The various prefixes or

prepositions governing this case will be found fully discussed

later in this work. 187.

23. The sign of the agentive case singular is long a, and it

must always have this sign : it can never be left to be under-

stood. The agentive case plural is the same as the nominative

plural.

24. The ablative both of the singular and plural is the same as

the locative : it is often very difficult to say with certainty which

case is intended.

Examples of the noun :

—

Guda ma~i pith na rav-i, then my father will not go (then

me-of the father not will go). Pith, father, is in the

nominative case singular, and is the subject of rav-i, will go.

Hal ham-esh en hi md gwashta, the matter is as I have said

(the matter even this is as me by it has been said). Hdl,

circumstances, news, is in the nominative, and is the subject

of en, is.

Alim bachh chi gush-i, what will Alim's son say (Alim-of

the-son what will say) ? Alim is in the genitive case singular

governed by bachh, son.

Diwo ohi ziydda burz en, the flame of the lamp is too high

(the4amp-of the-flame too high is). Diwo, lamp, is in the

genitive governed by ohi, flame.

Af-e df en, it is pure water (it is nothing but water, water-of

water it is). The same construction obtains in Persian,

Urdu, etc.



CHAPTER VT.

THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

58. The pronouns may be classified as Personal, Demon-

strative, Relative, Correlative, Interrogative, Indefinite,

Reflexive, and Pronominal. All are defective, and all to some

extent irregular. The suffixe ^ used are those in use with the noun,

in some instances slightly modified.

In the following paradigms those forms that are in most general

use have been placed first.

Ma, I.

Singular.



CHAPTER IX.

THE VERB.

98. All Balochi verbs may be divided into three classes :

intransitives, transitives, and compounds. They are all con-

jugated after one model. Only a few are defective and only a few

irregular. The scheme of the verb, as a whole, is that of the same

part of speech in Persian.

THE SUBSTANTIVE VERB.

99, The substantive verb " to be " is an auxiliary, and

defective, being found in two tenses only, the present imperfect

and the past imperfect, otherwise called the indefinite tenses.

As it enters largely into the construction of every other verb,

it has to be considered first.

(1)

Astdh, I am, thou art, etc.

Singular.

Pers.
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(2)

Astathdn, I was, thou wert, etc.

Singular,

Pers.
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Wazir watk sdni ftestath, the minister himself was not present.

Nestath is the same as na astath, which cannot be used.

In the same way we have nesti for na asti, and nesten for

na asten.

An-hi phitk nd-durdh ne-y-ath, his father was not ill (him-of

the father ill not was).

Sain, md cM sahi ne-y-un, my good sir, we know nothing about

it (sir, we anything knowing not are).

Baloch ne-y-ant, they are not Baloches (Baloches not they are),

Thx-i dost astathant, were they your friends (thee-of the

friends they were) ?

Kulldn jar~dn hi logh-a athant mar ddtha-i, he gave us all the

clothes in the house (all the-clothes that the-house-in were

us-to were given-by-him).

Shwd khai etk, who are you (you who are) ? But the singular

is generally used.

THE INTKANSITIVE VERB.

101. Balochi infinitives end in agJi. To this rule there are very

few exceptions. By dropping this slightly guttural syllable we

come by the root : e.g., thashagh to gallop, to run, root, thash
;

jiizagh, to walk, to go, root, juz.

102. This root is also one of the forms of the 2nd person

singular of the imperative, and, as might have been expected

on the analogy of other eastern languages, from it are formed the

contingent future and absolute future tenses.

(1)

The contingent future.

Thash-dn, I may run, etc.

Singular.

1

.

Thash-dn, I may run, I may gallop.

2. Thash-en, thou mayest run.

3. Thash-ith, he may run.
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Plural.

1. Thash-un, we may run.

2. Thash-eth, you may run.

3. Thash-ant, they may run.

Examples of the contingent future :

—

Miragh, to die : root, mir : mir-dn, mir-eh, mir-ith ; mir-un,

mir-eth, mir-ant.

Tharagh, to return : root, thar ; thar-dn, thar-en, thar~ith ;

Ihar-un, thar-eth, thar-ant.

Nindagh, to sit : root, nind : nind-dn, nind~en, nind-itk
;

nind'Uh, nind-eth, mnd-ant,

Juzagh, to walk : root, juz : juz-dfi, juz-en, juz-ith
; juz-uh,

juz-eth, juz-ant,

Rasagh, to arrive : root, ras : ras-drh, ras-en, ras-ith ; ras-uh,

ras-eth, ras-anL

(2)

The absolute future.

Tkash-dii, I shall run, etc.

Singular.

1

.

Thash-dh, I shall run, I shall gallop.

2. Thash-en, thou wilt run.

3. Thash-i, he will run.

Plural

1. Thash-un, we shall run.

2. Thash-eth, you will run.

3. Thash-ant, they will run.

103. Both tenses it will be seen are formed by adding the

present imperfect tense of the defective substantive verb to the

root thash. The 3rd person singular contingent future takes the

ending ith and the same person in the absolute future i, which is

but a softened form of ith. The distinction, however, is as often

neglected as observed. In the 2nd persons plural of both tenses

the ending eh is in everyday use : thash-eh, you may run, or,

you will run. This may have arisen through confusing the

singular with the plural.
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104. The only real difference between the contingent and

absolute future tenses lies in their 3rd persons singular : the

contingent future generally ends in ith, the absolute future in i.

Put otherwise, the ending ith will nearly always denote "may "

and the suffix i " will "
; the opposite seldom.

105. The Baloches themselves generally use these two tenses

promiscuously and as if they denoted present time, not

infrequently as if they denoted present habitual time,

Obs. The examples given under the contingent future are equally

illustrative of the absolute future, except in the 3rd persons singular,

which become wir-i, tkar-i, ninfJ-i, jnz-i, ras-i, respectively.

106. The third tense in the verb scheme is the present

imperfect. It is formed from the infinitive by the simple addition

of the verbal endings an, eh, e, for the singular, and nil, en, ant

for the plural. The suffix eth is also in use with the 2nd person

plural as an alternative to eh.

(3)

The present imperfect.

Thashagh'dn, I am running, etc.

Singular.

1. Thashagh-dh, I am running, I am galloping.

2. Thashagh-eh, thou art running.

3. Thashagh-e, he is running.

Plural.

1. Thashagh-un, we are running.

2. Thashagh-ehy you are running.

3. Thashagh-ant, they are running.

Examples of the present imperfect :—
Miragh-dn, I am dying, miragh-en, miragh-e ; miragh-uh,

miragh-en, miragh-anL

Tharagh-dn, I am returning, tharagh-en, tharagh-e ; tharagh-un,

tharagh-en, tharagh-ant.

Nindagh-dn, I am sitting, nindagh-en, nindagh-e ; nindagh-uh,

nindagh-en, nindagh-ant.
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Juzagh-dn, I am walking, juzagh-en, juzagh-e
;

juzagh-un,

juzagh-en, juzagh-anL

Rasagh-dn, I am arriving, rasagh-en, rasagh-e ; rasagh-un,

rasagh-en, rasagh-anL

107. The fourth tense is the past imperfect. Here also the

infinitive remains unchanged throughout, taking the endings

ethdn, ethen, etha to form the singular, and ethun, ethen, ethant

to make up a plural (99 astathun, etc.). The 3rd person singular

has an alternative form ending in eth, and the 3rd person plural

an alternative in ethdn. Thus the 3rd person plural and 1st

person singular may be aUke. We shall often find this (99 dn^

I am, and an, they are).

(4)

The past imperfect.

Thashagh-ethdn, I was running, etc.

Singular.

1. Thashagh-ethdn, I was running, I was galloping.

2. Thashagh-ethen, thou wert running.

3. Thashagh-etha, he was running.

Plural.

1. Thashagh-ethun . we were running.

2. Thashagh-etheh. you were running.

3. Thashagh-ethant , they were running.

Obs. 1. The suffix ant is often pronounced as if written aint.

Obs. 2. Dames gives these endmgs as athdfi, a^eii, etc., using the

short vowel a in place of e. The correct sound appears to be e, yd e majhul^

slightly slurred.

Examples of the past imperfect :

—

Miragh-ethdn, I was dying, miragh-ethen, miragh-etha

;

miragh-ethun, miragh-ethen, miragh-ethant.

Tharagh-ethdn, I was returning, tharagh-ethehf tharagh-etha
;

tharagh-ethun, tharagh-etheh, tharagh-ethant.

Nindagh-ethdn, I was sitting, nindagh-ethen, nindagh-efjia
;

nindagh-ethun, nindagh-ethen, nindagh-etkant.
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Juzagh-etMn, I was walking, juzagh-etheh, juzagh-etha
;

juzagh-ethun, juzagh-etheh, jnzagh-cthanL

Rasagh-ethdh, I was arriving, rasagh-ethen, rasagh-etha
;

rasagh-ethun, rasagh-etheh, rasagh-ethant.

108. The past participle which forms the base of all the perfect

tenses can in several verbs be readily got by adding the suffixes

tha, tha, or fa to the root : e.g., tharagk, to return : root, thar,

past participle, thar-tha ; bhorenagh, to break : root, bhoren,

past participle, bhoren-tha ; bresagh, to spin : root, bres, past

participle, brestha ; khashagh, to draw : root, khash, past

participle, khashta.

109. In many instances, however, some minor changes take

place before these suffixes can be added to the root : e.g. , thashagh,

to run, past participle, thakh-ta ; tJidsJiagh, to cause to run, past

participle, thdkhta ; bozhagk, to loosen, past participle, bohhta
;

bushagh, to get loose, past participle, bukhta ; and many others.

136, 137. 138.

110. There is an adjectival form of the past participle that

ends in gh, and it is to this form that the verbal endings an, en,

etc., are added. So that in a general way the rule for the formation

of the perfect tenses comes to be "the past participle plus gh

plus the verbal suffixes denoting the persons ". The 3rd person

singular of the present perfect tense may be, and usually is,

the simple past participle.

(5)

The present perfect.

ThaMtagh-dn, I have run, etc.

Singular.

1. ThaMtagh-dn, I have run, I have galloped.

2. ThaMtagh-en, thou hast run.

3. Thakhta, he has run.

Plural.

1. Thakhtagh-un, we have run.

2. ThaJchtagh-en, you have run.

3. ThaMtagh-ant, they have run.
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111. There are two other forms which are heard used in the

3rd person plural of this tense : thakhtagh-dh and thakht-ant. The

first is the same as the 1st person singular (107), and is in general

use, while the second is less frequently heard.

Examples of the present perfect :

—

Murthagh-dn, I have died, murthagh-en, murtha ; miirthagh-uh

,

7nurthagh-eh, murthagh-ant.

Tkurthagh-dn, I have returned, thartkagk-en, thartha
;

iharthagh-un, tharthagh~en, tharthagk-anL

Nishtagk-dn, I have sax, 7iisktagk-eh, nisJita ; nishtagh-un,

nishtagh-en, nisJitagh-ant.

Jiizithagh-dny I have walked, juzithagh-eh, juzitka
;
juzithagh-

un, juzithagh-en, juzithagh-ant.

Rasithagh-dn, I have arrived, rasithagh-en, rasitha ; rasithagh-

un, rasithagh-en, rasithagh-ant.

112. The past perfect tense is made up of the past participle

of any verb and the pastimperfect tense of the substantive verb.

It is not often heard ; it is long, stiff, and in some instances even

difficult to pronounce.

(6)

The past perfect.

Thakhtagk-ethdn, I had run, etc.

Singular.

1. ThuJchtagh-ethdn, I had run, I had galloped.

2. Thahhtaqh-ethen, thou hadst run.

3. Thakhtagh-etha, he had run.

Plural.

1. Thakhtagh-ethun, we had run.

2. ThaJchtagh-ethen, you had run.

3. ThaMtagh-etkant, they had run.

113. An alternative form of the 3rd person plural ends in

ethdn. These alternative forms are oftener heard used with some

verbs than with others. 107, 111.
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Examples of the past perfect :

—

Murthagh-ethdh, I had died, murthagh-ethen, murthagh-etka
;

niurthagh-ethmi, murthagh-ethefi, murthagk-ethanL

Thartjmqh-ethdn, T had returned, tharthagh-ethen, iharthagh-

etha
;

tharthagh-ethuh, tharthagh-ethen , fharthagh-ethant.

Nishtagh-ethdn, I had sai , msktagh-etheh, nishtagh-etha
;

nishtagh-ethun, nishtagh-etheh, nisktagh-ethant.

Juzithagh-ethdn, I had walked, juzithagh-etheh, juzithagh-

eiha
;
juzitJmgh-ethun, juziAagh-ethen, juzithagh-ethant,

Rasithagh-ethdhj I had arrived, rasithagh-ethen, rasithagh-

etha ; rasithagh-ethun, rasithagh-ethen, rasithagh-ethant,

114. The contingent perfect tense is found in no less than four

different forms, with at least that number of English meanings.

In its simplest form it is the past participle with final short a

discarded. To this shortened form of the participle is first added

the verbal ending ath, and then the personal endings an, en,

for the singular, and an, eii, ant for the plural : e.g., thashagh,

to run, to gallop
;
past participle thaMta ; shortened form of the

past participle thaJcht ; base for the contingent perfect, thakhtath.

And this is also the 3rd person singular of this tense. The

remaining forms end in en and endn : thakhi~en, thaJcht-endn,

ThaJcht, thakkt-en, and thaJcht-endn, may be and are used in any

of the persons singular or plural.

(7)

The contingent perfect.

ThaJchtath-dn, had I run, etc.

Singular.

1. ThaJchtath-dn, had I run, had I galloped.

2. ThaJchtath-en, hadst thou run.

3. Thakhtath, had he run.

Plural.

1. Thakhtath-un, had we run.

2. Thakhtath-en, had you run.
|

3. Thakhtath-ant, had they run.
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115. It may also mean, according to the context of the

sentence, " would that I had run/' " I would have run," " I was

in the habit of running," So that it comes to be a past optative,

a past habitual, and a past conditional tense.

116. The root or stem of the verb is also the 2nd person

singular of the imperative. The 2nd person plural of this tense

is got by adding e^ to the root. The 3rd persons of the contingent

future are also used as imperatives of the ')rd person.

(8)

The imperative.

Thash, run ye, etc.

Singular.

1. Wantinf^.

2. Thash, fhash-e, run thou.

3. Thash-UJi, lot him run.

Plural.

1. Wanting.

2. Thash-eth, thash-e, run ye.

3. Thash-ant, let them run.

Examples of the imperative :- -

Mir, die, )nir-eth.

Thar, return, thar-eth,

Nind, sit, nind-eth.

Juz, walk, juz-eth.

Ras, arrive, ras-eth.

117. A verbal noun or noun of agency is got by adding the

syllable oTch to the root of any verb : e.g., thashagh, to run, gallop
;

root, thash ; noun of agency, thask-okh, the runner : used

adjectively, good at running.

Obs. Tho verbal noun in okh has at times the meaiiiiiir that would

be conveyed by a future participle active; e.g., ravokh, the goer, he who
is about to go. Thus we may have in Balochi : ravokh khai en, in Urdu,

jdne-wdld kaun hai, both translating the Latin quis iturus est.

118. The infinitives of all verbs can be used substantively,

as in Urdu, Hindi, and most other languages : e.g., drogh bandagh

jawd-e~n n-en, it is not good to tell lies.
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119. By the addition of short a to this verbal noun, or

infinitive, we obtain a gerund or ''infinitive of purpose" : e.g.,

thashagh, to run ; thashagh-a, pha tkashagh-a, fhashagh-a pha,

in order to run. The bare infinitive may sometimes denote

purpose. A second gerund of adjectival form and signification is

got by the addition of long i or igh] e.g., tkashagh, to run;

thashagh-i, fit to run. The a, i, and igh are genitival suffixes pure

and simple; but they cannot be used promiscuously: e.g.,

tvaragh, to drink, eat
;
pha waragh-a, in order to eat ; tha-ra

waraghi hi, you will have to eat ; waraghigh n-en, it is not fit

to eat, eating of not it is. And so in theory with all other

infinitives.

120. The present participle of any verb may be got by adding

ana to its root : e.g., thashagh, to run ; root, thash
;

present

participle, thash-dna, running.

Obs. Sindhi verbs form their present participle by adding andoy

indo^ etc., to the stem.

121. A conjunctive participle is formed by replacing the final

short a of the past participle by o : e.g., thashagh, to run
; past

participle, thakhta, ran ; conjunctive participle, thaJchto, having

ran. This participle is in wide use. It is nearly always followed

by the present perfect ; e.g., ma-i phith murtho shutha, my father

has died, my father is dead. We may have it followed by the

present imperfect : e.g., mdl-ar thdla thdla khutho thir deagh-ant,

they divide the loot into different portions and cast lots for them

(the-property portions having-made they cast lots). It is never

used with the future tenses : ma rav-dn gind-dn, I shall go and

see (I shall go I shall see) ; never ma shutho gind-dh (I having-

gone shall see). 140.

Obs. In Sindhi, also, one class of conjunctive participle ends in o :

e.g., halanUy to go., root, hal, conjunctive participle, hal-io, having gone.

122. Theoretically, at least, from all past participles three

others of adjectival signification can be formed : (1) that ending

in e : e.g., zurthagh-e zar-dn, stolen money, from ziragh, to lift,

past participle zurtha, adjectival form of past participle, zurthagh
;
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(2) that ending in iya or ia : e.g., dighdr-a waptiya, lying on the

ground, from wapsagh, to sk^ep, lie down, past participle, wapta
;

tharthiya, returned, from tharagh, to return, past participle,

tfmrtha
; (3) that ending in igha, one of the suffixes of the genitive

case. The first two are in wide use ; many examples of them have

already been given.
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